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Deep Image is a state-of-the-art image recognition system, developed using end-to-end 
deep learning. The key components are a custom-built supercomputer dedicated to deep learning, a 
highly optimized parallel algorithm, novel data augmentation approaches, and usage of multi-scale high-
resolution images. On one of the most challenging computer vision benchmarks, the ImageNet 
classification challenge, Deep Image achieved a state-of-the-art result, with a top-5 error rate of 4.83%, 
which exceeds a human expert’s performance. 
  
It is even more interesting to compare human and artificial intelligence. In this talk, I will also show you 
some of the classic examples of both human and machine intelligence and highlight how some of the 
seemingly unrelated pieces are, in fact, all connected. This talk will target the general audience who is 
interested in artificial intelligence, no in-depth knowledge of computer science, deep learning, or high-
performance computing is needed. 
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Dr. Ren Wu is a distinguished scientist at Baidu Research. He is leading the effort to 
push the frontier of deep learning and artificial intelligence (AI) via high-performance heterogeneous 
computing. His latest work, Deep Image, powered by custom-designed supercomputer dedicate for deep 
learning, have achieved state-of-the-art performance on image recognition tasks. His dream is to make 
AI to be omnipotent and omnipresent. 
  
Prior to joining Baidu, Ren served as chief software architect of Heterogeneous System Architecture 
(HSA) at AMD. Earlier, he was the principal investigator of CUDA Research Center at HP Labs, where 
he is widely known for his pioneering work in using GPUs to accelerate big data analytics and large-scale 
machine learning algorithms. 
  
Ren is also known for his early work on artificial intelligence. His Xiangqi (Chinese chess) program was 
twice world champion and have dominated computer Xiangqi field for more than a decade. He was the 
first person to perform systematic research computationally on Xiangqi endgames with astonishing 
discoveries. 
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